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REQUIRMENTS ON ALL
TRUCKS
Commercial Vehicle Enforcement

If the company is not a hazmat carrier or a bus transporting passengers, then
vehicles that have GVWRs of 10,001 pounds up to 26,000 pounds will require a
fire extinguisher (two 4BC or one 5BC) and three warning devices (either 3
triangles, flares, or electric lanterns). You can have orange cones, however, per the
regulations; cones are only in addition to the required warning devices and would
not meet the 393.95 requirements by themselves. The company name or DOT
number is not a requirement for the DOT regulations. Other than ensuring all
vehicle parts are in working order and load securement is in compliance, that is all
that we look for.

Vehicles that have GVWRs of 26,001 pounds and more require a fire extinguisher
(two 4BC or one 5BC) and three triangles. The company name and DOT number
must be displayed on both sides of the power unit. The markings must be visible
from 50 feet in the daytime while the vehicle is stationary. The vehicle must have
an annual inspection by a certified mechanic once per year and a decal can be
attached to the power unit or a copy of the inspection must be carried on board the
vehicle at all times (If a CVE unit conduct a Level 1 inspection, that will suffice as
an annual inspection as long as a copy is kept in the vehicle).
Also on both 10,001 & 26,001 vehicles you must carry spare fuses per 393.95(b).

For more information: www.pwof.org
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